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As I explained in part #’s 1, 2 & 3, since the author didn’t use his own name but
instead used the pseudonym of “ Gabriel ”, I will continue to refer to the author as
“ alias-gabriel ”, whoever he happens to be. This alias-gabriel is quite a Scripture-twister,
as I demonstrated in part #3, where he demanded that the “ Adam ” of Gen. chapter 3
was the Strong’s #119. As I explained in part #3, Strong’s #’s 119, 120, 121 & 122 are
all the same identical Hebrew word, but represent different parts of speech. Strong’s
#119 is a verb, hence alias-gabriel attempts to convince us that the verbal form of
Adam is rather a separate and distinct noun! Since alias-gabriel claimed to have a
Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance, he had absolutely no excuse for making such a
claim, as Strong does not list a single entry for #119 under the words “ Adam ” or
“ man ”. If that doesn’t classify one as running a pretzel-factory, I surely don’t know what
it would take! Either Strong is lying, or it’s alias-gabriel, take your pick! And when alias-
gabriel eats too many beans, J. Richard Niemela is one step behind, ready to sniff the
exhaust!

With this paper, we’ll see more of the mishandling of Scripture which alias-
gabriel wittingly or unwittingly perpetrates. I am going to quote a portion from this book
on page 2, and as you read it, you may not at first see the significance of what he is
promoting, after which I will expose his agenda:

“ Gen. 1:3-25 ... describes the order in which God [Elohiym] created the
component parts of the universe – our earth, and the living beings that dwell on it. The
English word God used in the Bible comes from the Hebrew word Elohiym. From Gen.
1:1 through Gen. 2:3 this name appears as the entity doing the creating. ‘ Elohiym,’ has
a plural meaning, which means the interaction. of the Godhead. Knowing this, helps
explain the meaning of verse 26 ...”

You have just witnessed an error of enormous proportions. It’s not just a minor
mishap but a tragic blunder having major consequences. If it were a tornado, it would
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be an F10. As an earthquake, it would register 6.8 on the Richter scale! First of all, the
term elohim is not always used in a plural sense. Not only does alias-gabriel make this
mistake, but nearly all of churchianity, and a good portion of those teaching in Israel
Identity do likewise. I will now reproduce a lengthy portion from my brochure, Yahweh
singular-Elohim:

I found the following critical discussion on the Internet and it will serve our
purpose here. It involves a Michael S. Heiser, PhD candidate, Department of Hebrew
and Semitic studies, University of Wisconsin - Madison, in his endeavor to show that
the bad-fig-jew, Zecharia Sitchin, doesn’t understand Hebrew, let alone Sumerian
script. Erik Parker is Sitchin’s webmaster and answers all of his electronic
correspondence.

Heiser to reader: “ As many visitors to Rense.com know by now, I have an
academic bone to pick with Zecharia Sitchin. In the wide field of research into the
anomalous, I am something of an anomaly myself: a credentialed scholar of Ancient
Hebrew and Semitic Languages who takes these issues seriously (as opposed to just
laughing at them). I have publicly stated I think Sitchin’s theories are hopelessly flawed,
and have tried to put the evidence for this claim into the public forum of the internet, as
well as through radio shows like Coast to Coast AM with Art Bell, and Jeff Rense’s
show. Disagreement with me on the part of Sitchin followers was inevitable, and so
here we are.

“ In the past few days, Erik Parker, Zecharia Sitchin’s webmaster, has tried to
respond to my criticisms of Sitchin. Aside from finding it curious as to why Erik would do
this, given that he has absolutely no knowledge of Hebrew or any other ancient
language, I have to admire his pluck. He has more courage than his mentor for sure,
since it has been 15 months since Art Bell asked if I would debate Sitchin on his show
(I accepted the idea immediately). The call for a debate went out again this past
weekend on Coast to Coast, but instead of a response from Mr. Sitchin himself, we get
this, a clueless (but courageous) attempt by a devoted disciple to fight his master’s
battles. Oh well. In view of Mr. Parker’s complete lack of understanding of the
languages and issues, I don’t want to criticize him harshly in my critique below. Like I
said, he has guts. Nevertheless, a response is in order. Perhaps this has helped me
explain my arguments more clearly for the lay audience. I have to admit, though, that
trying to convince fawning Sitchin followers to look at actual data and scholarship is like
trying to convince the Argentine authorities that a long-snouted mouse really hasn’t
mutilated over 100 cattle there; or like convincing Philip Klass that there really are
UFOs; or like telling a Cubs fan that he’ll never see a World Series home game at
Wrigley Field; or like telling the Russian people that the Olympics really was rigged. In
short, people want to believe things, facts be damned. Below is Mr. Parker’s posting ”
...:

Parker to Heiser: “ Michael Heiser Is Incorrect With His Analysis Of Elohim &
Nephilim ... Mr. Heiser claims that the word Elohim in Hebrew, meaning ‘ gods ’ is not a
plural word ....”

Heiser: “ Wrong already (we lasted one sentence). To quote from my own
website, I ask this question: ‘ Does Elohim, since it is morphologically plural in Hebrew,
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always (or even most of the time) MEAN ‘gods’ (plural)?’ Apparently Erik does not
understand the question, and perhaps I assumed too much of a knowledge base.
Elohim is certainly morphologically plural. Morphology refers to the ‘shape ’ or
construction of a word - its form. As anyone can see, I say that very clearly above. My
point in the question, though, is that while Elohim is plural in form, is it plural in
meaning? By itself, Elohim can be either singular or plural in meaning. Again, quoting
from my own website:

“ The word ‘elohim ’ CAN mean either plural ‘gods ’ or singular ‘god ’ (or ‘God ’
as a proper name). The meaning of any occurrence of Elohim must be discerned in
three ways:

“ A. Grammatical indications elsewhere in the text that help to determine if a
singular or plural meaning is meant.

“ B. Grammatical rules in Hebrew that are true in the language as a whole.
“ C. Historical / Logical context.
“ Please witness: there is no denial that Elohim can mean ‘gods ’. Mr. Parker

either did not read my material, or (more probable) is so deficient in his understanding
of grammar (even English grammar terms) that he hasn’t gotten the point. To continue -
what I am saying is that, by itself, the word Elohim is ambiguous in meaning - as are all
words, to some extent - it needs to be put into a sentence (I hope I don’t have to define
‘sentence ’). We have words like this in English, such as: ‘deer ’, ‘sheep ’, ‘ fish ’ - the
point is you need other words to help you tell if one or more than one of these animals
is meant. Sometimes these other words are verbs that help you tell. Compare the two
examples:

“ 1) ‘The sheep is lost ’ - the word ‘ is ’ is a singular verb (It goes with a singular
subject; one wouldn’t say, for example, ‘ I are lost ’ - you would use a verb that goes
with the singular subject (‘ I am lost ’).

“ 2) ‘The sheep are lost ’ - the word ‘are ’ is a plural verb (again, another word
next to our noun ‘sheep ’ tells us in this case that plural sheep are meant.

“ All of this is just basic grammar - and every language has grammar. Biblical
Hebrew has its own ways of telling us if Elohim means ONE person or many gods. It
matches the noun Elohim to singular or plural verbs, or with singular or plural pronouns
(to use ‘sheep ’ again as an example: ‘Those sheep are white ’). The word ‘ those ’ is
what’s called a demonstrative pronoun - it automatically tells us that sheep in this
sentence is meant to be understood as a plural. Mr. Parker should at least get the
argument right if he is going to criticize it. On the other hand, Sitchin ignores grammar
everywhere, so maybe ‘ like master, like disciple ’ ...

“ Statistically, Elohim occurs roughly 2,500 times in the Hebrew Bible with
singular verbs or other singular grammatical indicators. Far more than the plurals, to be
sure, but there are absolute affirmations of divine plurality in the Jewish [sic Israelitish]
Bible. If you want to argue censorship of this, it occurred in late antiquity in rabbinical
writings after the rise of Christianity (which used such pluralities to argue for
Trinitarianism). Professor Alan Segal’s book, Two Powers in Heaven documents how
divine plurality BECAME a heresy to the rabbis during this period. My own view is that
monotheism should be defined in context of this plurality - that monotheism means
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Yahweh is incomparable; no other gods can compare to him (as opposed to saying, as
most Christians and Jews [sic bad-fig-jews] do, that other gods don’t exist - which is a
denial of their own Bibles). Put another away, ‘Yahweh is an Elohim, but no other
Elohim are Yahweh - he is NOT a ‘species equal ’. Israelites had 4-5 criteria for
determining how Yahweh was the ‘ true god,’ but I won’t launch into that here ...” (Then
picking up Heiser a little later):

“ Example #1 - Genesis 1:1: In the verse below, the noun ���� (elohim) should
be translated as SINGULAR because the verb with which it goes (i.e., it’s the subject of
the verb) in the sentence is SINGULAR:

“ Genesis 1:1 - In the beginning GOD created the heaven and the earth.
“ �� \\KK LLOO ¡¡DD ¶¶ (The verb EDUD· is 3rd masculine singular of the Qal stem) DDUU ��%% ��

W\Y LDU H% ,God (elohim).
“ In the beginning: God (elohim) created the heaven and the earth�� �§U �D �K � � WD H Z ´

�\ ,P 
9 �K 
 �WD H.
“ If the verb were plural, then we would be grammatically forced to translate ‘ in

the beginning, the ‘gods ’ created the heaven and the earth.’ Grammar tells us which it
is - singular or plural.” Heiser next cites:

“ Example #2 - Psalm 82:1 - Elohim occurs twice, once as singular, the second
time as plural:

“ Ps. 82:1 *A Psalm of Asaph.* GOD (elohim) stands in the divine assembly; he
judges among the gods (also elohim).

“ OD H$WG 
> `% 
 (THIS VERB IS SINGULAR) E;�Q ,� �\KLO¡D¶� �V�D�O@ U�P]´P L�Ps. 82:1�I3RY@\ ,� �\KLO¡D¶
EU�T�% @.

“ We know the first elohim is singular because of grammar; it is coupled with a
singular verb:

“ The verbal form is a masculine singular participle (in the Niphal stem) E;�Q ,,
�\KLO¡D¶. Hence, ‘God ’ stands ... (since the participle is singular).

“ The second elohim form is plural because of grammar as well; it is placed next
to a preposition that REQUIRES plurality.

“ �\KLO¡D¶ EU�T�% @ - The preposition here, EHTHUHE, means ‘ in the midst of ’ - you can’t
be in the midst of ONE person, and so a plural is required.

“ Example #3 - the creation of humankind in Genesis 1:26-27. In Genesis 1:26-
27, the GRAMMAR tells us Sitchin is wrong: Genesis 1:26-27 - (the words of the verse
are underlined).

“ (26) ‘And God (����; elohim) said UP �D< ~ Z � (ZD\\R·�� PHU’). (the verb is
grammatically singular; Qal stem, 3rd masculine singular with attached preposition):

“ Let us make man in our image, after our likeness (these are references to
God’s divine council - composed of the other elohim in Psalm 82:1 and angels - if you
read The Facade, you’ll learn about the divine council) ...” (end of citing Heiser).

Because this is a critical review, we will not rely solely on the word of Michael S.
Heiser. What we have learned from Heiser, though, is the three rules of determining
whether the term elohim should be singular or plural.
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Now taking excerpts from The Interpreter’s Dictionary of the Bible, volume E-J,
under the topic “ God, Names Of ”, and the sub-topic “ Elohim ”, page 413. As you read
these excerpts, take note that this source confirms that the accompanying verb shows
that elohim is used as a singular in addition to the plural:

“ Elohim (����). This word appears frequently in the OT as a name for deity
(‘God,’ ‘gods ’). Being plural in form, it echoes ancient polytheism, like the name El, to
which it is closely related. In a few instances the plural sense is clearly expressed, as in
Jotham’s fable (Judg. 9:13) or Jethro’s declaration that Yahweh is greater than the
other ���� (Exod. 18:11; cf. Exod 12:12; 20:3; Deut. 10:17; I Sam. 4:8; II Sam. 7:23;
Ps. 86:8).

“ In the great majority of instances, however, ‘Elohim ’ is used in a singular
sense, even when, as a concession to the plural form of the word, the accompanying
verb is in the plural (e.g., Gen. 1:26; 20:13; 35:7; Exod. 22:9 ...). This use is often called
the ‘plural of majesty ’ or pluralis amplitudinis – i.e., Elohim includes all gods; the
fulness of deity is comprehended in him. Thus the word is equivalent to ‘deity ’ or
‘Godhead ’... [underlining mine].

“ In the singular sense ‘Elohim ’ is sometimes applied in the OT to the god of
another people, as to Chemosh the god of the Ammonites (Judg. 11:24), Ashtoreth
(Ishtar) goddess of Sidon (I Kings 11:5), or Baal-zebub of Ekron (II Kings 1:2). But in
the majority of cases ‘Elohim ’ refers to the God known and worshiped in Israel. For
Israel, Yahweh is not one El among many; he is God absolutely, the Lord of history and
nature, who demands the exclusive homage of his people. This comes to emphatic
expression in the challenge presented by Elijah (whose name means ‘My El is
Yahweh ’) to the people in the time when the worship of the Phoenician [sic Canaanite]
Baal Melkart was being advocated: ‘ If Yahweh is God [�����], follow him; but if Baal,
then follow him ’ (I Kings 18:21; cf. vss. 37, 39). Elijah mocks the claim of Baal to be
God (vs. 27) and demonstrates dramatically that only Yahweh has the power that
belongs to deity ....”

From this we can see that, while elohim is in many cases used in a plural sense,
it is applied in a singular sense to both Yahweh singular-Elohim as well as to heathen
gods where only one god is being cited. Therefore, whenever you hear or read where
someone makes the claim that the term elohim is always plural, you can regard that
person as someone who is “ grossly uninformed ”, to put it tactfully.

Another reference which distinguishes between the plural and singular use of
elohim is the Eerdmans Dictionary of the Bible, pp. 401-402, though not nearly as
explicitly:

“ ELOHIM (Heb. ’� l©him) The most frequent generic name for God in the OT;
possibly a plural of Eloah, itself an expansion of El, ‘god.’

“ Elohim most naturally refers to a plurality of gods, e.g., those of Egypt (Exod.
12:12), Syria, Sidon, Moab, the Ammonites and the Philistines (Judg. 10:6), and the
Amorites (Josh. 24:15; Judg. 6:10). It is also used individually of Ashtaroth, Chemosh,
and Milcom (1 Kgs. 11:33) and of Baalzebub (2 Kgs. 1:2, 3, 6, 16). This constitutes a
plural of intensification, i.e., the most important of the gods of a particular group ...
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Elohim is used with singular verbs and/or adjectives for the focus of Israelite worship,
Yahweh ...”

A short excerpt from the NIV Bible Dictionary, page 309, is worth our notice:
“ The most frequent Hebrew word for God (over 2,500 times in the OT). ... Elohim is
plural in form, but is singular in construction (used with a singular verb or adjective) ...”

Another short excerpt from Nelson’s New Illustrated Bible Dictionary by Ronald
F. Youngblood, on page 505 says: “ Elohim. Elohim is the plural of El, but it is usually
translated in the singular ...”

From the New Bible Dictionary, page 420, we find: “ Elohim. Though a plural
form (·HOR�KËP̈), Elohim can be treated as a singular, in which case it means the one
supreme deity, and in English versions is rendered ‘God ’.”

CONCLUSION: Those holding a trinitarian view have used the plural
interpretation of the term elohim to support their deficient hypotheses. It is difficult to
acquire creditable data on the true nature where elohim should be translated singular,
inasmuch as nearly all commentaries lean toward the three-god theory. To make our
Bibles come into perspective, let’s consider John 1:1-3:

“ 1 In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the
Word was God. 2 The same was in the beginning with God. 3 All things were made
by him; and without him was not any thing made that was made.”

Inasmuch as every time in Scripture where the words Yahweh Elohim appear
(which in every case is singular), every mention of elohim of Genesis chapter 1 is the
same elohim as the Yahweh Elohim of chapter 2 and beyond. So with the criteria of
John 1:1-3, the elohim of Genesis 1 can only be Yahweh Himself. Inasmuch as the
“ Word ” at John 1:1-3 is none other than Yahshua Christ, Yahshua Christ can be none
other than Yahweh Elohim incarnated into the flesh. For “ the Word became flesh and
dwelt among us ” (John 1:14). At Genesis 1:26, as we have seen Heiser explains the
Hebrew grammar, a singular Elohim speaks to a plural entity, “ Let us make man in Our
image ...”, which shows that Yahweh was not alone before Adam was created, but
rather was accompanied by a divine council, those called “ angels ” throughout the
Bible, which helps to explain just how the events described by John at Rev. 12:7-9 may
well be representative of things which happened before the creation of Adam, which
Jude alludes to (Jude 6, cf. 2 Pet. 2:4, Luke 10:18).

For a better than average definition on the word “ elohim ”, let’s go to A
Dictionary of Biblical Languages by James Swanson:

“ 466 �\KLO¡D ¶ (�HORKLP): noun masculine; = God, i.e., the true God, note: though the
form is a grammatical plural, the meaning is singular and many sources think implies a
majesty or stateliness (Ge 1:1); 2. (pl.) gods, i.e., deities other than the true God, which
are falsely worshiped (Dt 5:7; 1Ki 11:5, 33); 3. idol, i.e., a worship object made of
various materials (Ex 20:23; 34:17; Dt 4:28; 28:36; Dan 11:8); 4. mighty one, i.e., a
person who is strong and capable, and so a leader or prominent one (Ge 23:6); 5.
judge, i.e., one who presides over a court session, or deals in arbitration (Ex 21:6, 7,
8(2×)); 6. great, i.e., conflict which is intense and possibly on going in length, and so of a
high degree of intensity (Ge 30:8); 7. ghost, phantasm, spirit, i.e., a human spirit that
makes an appearance from the Abode of the Dead (1 Sa 28:13); 8. heavenly beings,
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angels, i.e., a supernatural being, created, with a special focus on their power or nobility
(Ps 8:6 [EB 5]); 9. majestic one, i.e., a person of high social status (Ps 36:8 [EB 7]);
10. mighty, majestic things, i.e., things of nature that are awesome and large, majestic,
and so awe-inspiring (Ps 68:16 [EB 15]), see also domain; 11. unit: �\KLO¡D¶� Y\D L (�LVK
�HORKLP) prophet, i.e., a person who proclaims inspired utterances on behalf of God (Dt
33:1; 1Sa 9:6; 1Ki 13:1–31 passim), see also 468; 12. unit: �\KLO¡D¶$K

�

� Ù% H (EHQ�KD���HORKLP)
heavenly being, angel, formally, son of God, i.e., a supernatural being, created, with a
special focus of being in a unique class (Job 1:6); 13. unit: �\KLO¡D¶� W\,% 
 (ED\LW� �HORKLP)
shrine, i.e., a construction for worship (Jdg 17:5).”

Here it is evident that elohim can mean the singular almighty God, or singular
and plural heathen gods or idols, or singular or plural judges, or singular or plural angel
beings, or singular or plural prophets! Probably one of the most outstanding instances
of a singular elohim is where Ruth said to Naomi, “ ... and thy God (judge) my God
(judge)”, Ruth 1:16. Here the term elohim should have been translated “ judge ” rather
than “ God”.


